Faculty proposes recommendations for student-athletes

BY SCOTT KAY

Student-run shuttle bus to begin service

Due to growing security concerns on campus, administrators have approved a Student Government proposal for a shuttle service on the Reynolda Campus.

According to Kenneth A. Zick, the vice president for modern life and instructional resources, the shuttle service should begin running in about one month.

Zick said the decision to implement the proposal is part of the university’s comprehensive effort to strengthen campus safety.

The shuttle proposal was one of several new campus safety measures being considered by the university administration because of the perceived need for increased security.

"Conceivably," said Zick, "we may implement some of these, as well as others that are already provided by university security." 

"Concerns with the physical safety of the university’s facilities, the decision of the university’s administration and the student government, and questions of the university’s liability are necessities to increase the safety of the campus," Zick said.

The shuttle service will consist of two vans driving a route of specified stops, making regular service around campus between the hours of 5 a.m. and 1 a.m. From Monday to Thursday.

Dillos will stop at designated places marked with signs.

To boast the shuttle, passengers will need to possess a valid student ID card to ride the driver.

Students and employees who wish to be picked up must contact their residence halls to their student ID card to other buildings will have the option of obtaining university security assistance.

"Several logistical details need to be worked out," Zick said, "but we hope to get the service sooner, and we are eager to get the plan into effect." 

Zick said, "Student government officers and university members deserve credit for their thoughtful and responsible approach to this plan."

Zick said all of the members of the community campus will receive specific information on the service about one week prior to the first drive.

Senior David Uptanchak, the president of the Student Government, said his office is making regular area stops on campus to learn about the administration because he is not satisfied with the administration failure to make the campus more welcoming.

"We are working on making the students feel safer and more secure," said Uptanchak. "We have a lot of work to do, and we are committed to ensuring that the students feel safe and secure on campus." 

The shuttle will be run by the university’s Student Safety and Security Department, which will provide the necessary security for the service.

Hello, down there" to the campus community in the future.

Sigma Chi chapter implements changes to next week’s Derby Days

BY JULIO BUSTAMANTE

After much discussion and upheaval concerning the Sigma Chi University Derby Days, the Delta Nu chapter has implemented a number of changes in the program, which begins Monday.

The week-long event is the fraternity’s annual fund-raiser. Proceeds are given to the Dale Valentine Center in Colorado for underprivileged children.

The fraternity decided to examine its previous practice in the spring when the Delta Chi society did not participate in Derby Days on the grounds for one of the finest reasons. Traffic jams, alcohol-related problems and drug and vandalism are some of the reasons why the university administration failed to support the Sigma Chi chapter.

The Sigma Chi members in charge of Derby Days said they were not sure if the university would support the event in the future.

Sigma Chi is one of the largest philanthropic organizations on the university campus, and the fraternity has participated in derby days for several years.

When the Sigma Chi chapter was formed in 1918, it was decided that the chapter would participate in annual fund-raising events to support charitable organizations.

Sigma Chi members in charge of Derby Days are planning on continuing the event in the future, and they have already begun planning for next year.
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700 needy children come to campus

Students organize first college chapter of ADA on campus

Student directories available

Two presentations are scheduled for 4:15 p.m. in Tucker Auditorium.

No deposit, no return

New residence hall to be built on campus in three years

the first college chapter of the American Disability Alliance (ADA) at Wake Forest. The program was started by Bell in 1991.

The program was started by Bell in 1991.

Midterm blues

Freshman Christina Dinkelberg studies in the post-office.

Achors of a chapter for Americans for Democratic Action, a national liberal, multi-issue, political lobbying association, has been on campus, said junior Michael Peil, the Tribe Hall B-11 or at Ext. 1051. No previous knowledge of the group is necessary.

The department will host a lecture on campus today in the Host Program and the North Carolina Challenge.

The seniors will spend the night with various faculty and staff to enjoy a day of fun and games. The children come from various backgrounds and the benefits of the program are expected to be significant.

According to the national ADA convention in Minneapolis, the chapter hopes to contribute to the national organization and contribute to the success of political candidates it chooses to endorse and support.

The chapter has prepared a constitution.

Students interested in applications or more information about the program can contact Doak in Sprague Hall House Council.

The building will group all three organizations together to make the area one of the most popular residence spaces, Anderson said.

There will be an added attraction of the building.
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There will be an added attraction of the building.
Miscommunication causes gender problems

BY MICHELLE MULLEN
Assistant Professor of Human Development

The way he or she is more sensitive and empathetic. The way he or she is more sensitive and empathetic. She says he has different expectations for men and women with regard to the way they should feel and behave.

A participatory discussion on gender issues in the late 1980s led by Stephen Boyd, an associate professor of religion, and Lise Allred, a volunteer coordinator for Family Services of Wyoming-Sioux, in the Lunar Residence Hall made news last week.

Bread line Students help themselves to dinner at a court sponsored by the Taylor and Eiffel house council.

Boyce, a member of the Board of Directors of the National Men's Studies Association, said this.

"The danger to relationships lies in the poor communication that the word 'communication' implies," Allred said. "Miscommunication is the way of relating to each other and on a higher level can lead to date and acquaintance rape."

If you are going to try to come up from about how much these women do to protect themselves, he said.

"We welcome students and faculty to participate in the discussion and look forward to the input they will provide," said Smith.

Mac, 21, a senior who attended the event, said he would like to see it held at the Orange County Humanities Center. "I think it would help," he said.

"The ideals of a big party don't complement the ideals of this project," Smith said. "If you are interested in building a house for students, you need to find your niche and find a way to bring the money together," he said.

"I don't have a vision for the freedom of me in what I want," she said. "I want to live my own life and not be defined by others."

"I think it's important to have this conversation because I think we need to hear from people who are not used to talking about feelings and emotions."

"In order for men and women to overcome problems of communication and sexuality in relationships, they must understand each other and be able to see beyond their differences."

"For women, they need to meet patients and guide them through the process of regaining their sexuality and learning to communicate," Boyd said. "Women need to find a way to talk about their feelings and emotions."
Doctor urges students to receive flu shots
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The vaccine is only effective for six to eight months, and a new one is required each year. The U.S. is the only country that does not mandate annual vaccination. Non-medical bars her from receiving visitors or medical personnel. The mission switch is an effort to improve the mission.

**The Activist Wins Peace Prize**

OSLO, Norway—An see Siv Kj, a Burmese opposition leader who has been under house arrest for two years, received the Nobel Peace Prize. "The Nobel Prize is a great honor for all of Burma," Kj said. "This prize is a symbol of the struggle for freedom and democracy in Burma."

**We'll Give You Firmer, Longer-Lasting Curls!**

Let us design your very own super soft Matrix Perm and experience full-bodied waves filled with life! Enjoy long-lasting curls with a healthy looking, silky shine.

**Growth**

From Page 1

However, Schnitzer studies the obvious changes within the university scene one question to the growth of the university desires, "We have to keep asking how we are going to make college more affordable for people."

**YESTERDAY'S MEMORIES, TODAY'S PROMISES, TOMORROW'S OPPORTUNITIES...**

**Sharron K. Smith**

Steering Committee Members

Alianne Strauss Trace, Jennifer Gilby, Sean Kerner, David Inshambett, James Haugh, Stuart Egan, Mike Steiner, Charles Lambert, Jill Hurrin, Stacey Miller

20% Discount on Services for Wake Forest Students

Thruway Shopping Center
Winston-Salem, NC 27103

919-723-0791

Hours: Monday-Saturday 8:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

The 1992 Senior Class Campaign

October 9 - November 6

**THYTEP**

- Someone rode two tires and aluminum wheels, valued at $300, from a vehicle parked in Lot 3 (United South Hall). Between Oct. 5 and Oct. 6, a car parked in front of the Student Union between 2:15 and 5:00 p.m.

- Someone stole a telephone and an answering machine, valued at $140, from the hall between Oct. 4 and 9:30 Oct., 5.

**VANDALISM**

- Someone smashed a window in a vehicle parked in Lot 2 (near Smith Fine Arts Center) between 9:10 and 11:20 p.m. Oct. 5. Damage was estimated at $50.

- A radio antenna and windshield wipers were stolen from a vehicle parked behind Watson Hall between 10 a.m. Oct. 4 and 11:30 a.m. Oct. 5. A mirror on the car was also stolen.

- Someone entered a Salmon Hall between 3 p.m. Oct. 4 and 8:35 a.m. Oct. 5.

**HARRASING PHONE CALLS**

A Salmon Hall resident received threatening and obscene telephone calls between Oct. 2 and 9.

**ASSAULT**

-Winston-Salem police brought charges against another intern who was allegedly threatening a couple in a confrontation on the previous week.

- Someone tried to break into a vehicle parked in Lot 7 (near South End Hall) but the alarm went off.

**THEFTS**

A theft of a purse in a vehicle parked in Lot 4 (near fine arts center) between 9:10 and 11:20 p.m. Oct. 5. Damage was estimated at $50.
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Shuttle
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and the project called "for immediate action."

Zick said an ad hoc task group formed in the last year upon the re-

quest of President Thomas H. Harris. It is an investigative activity focused on un-

derstanding the use of the shuttle, constantly evaluating the shuttle's effectiveness,

posing questions, and setting up work schedules for drivers, publishing the service and supervising emergency

situations.

The task group consists of Zick and Zick's assistants, the vice president of administra-

tion and planning, Sandra Bell, the vice president of public safety, and Lena Carlet, the vice

president of public relations. The task group received the SG proposal, made recommenda-

tions to the SG, and then approved the project. DeMent said SG needed university support

for the project. SG appointed Benson in quest of President Thomas Administration.

LAWSON, the assistant director of security, and DeMent, the assistant director of

security and a SG appointed SG representative, will continue to work closely with DeMent in the

project.

Zick said the task group will continue to evaluate the project as well. The year-end review will

involve the task group, SG officers, DeMent and Ward.

Continuation of the shuttle after an accident will be held on November 27-28, from 8:30-5:30 in Benson 103.

Sign-up now for an appointment! Appointment sheets are located on the 2nd floor of Benson at the bulletin board immediately to your left as you exit toward Tribble.

If you cannot find these sheets, walk-in will be accommodated (but a delay should be expected).

Do you want to study
in a unique country for free?
The Department of Romance Languages is offering exchange programs with scholarships to
University of Salamanca, Spain and University of Los Andes in Bogota, Columbia.
Forms may be picked up at Tribble 8201.
Deadline for applications is October 25th.
For more information, call Dr. Candida Neuwirt at 5485.

Asthma Study
Piedmont Research Associates and a major pharmaceutical
company are conducting an investigational drug study on asthma.
If you are 12 years of age or older, treat your asthma daily, and
are interested in participating, please call
(919) 659-8394.

Elegant Accommodations for Football Weekends
Game the Deacons on to victory against Maryland and then relax in elegant Suites at Alumni and Parents of students are invited to
stay at Graylyn during football weekends.
Special University Rates:
$105 single occupancy
$105 double occupancy
For information or reservations contact
Brenda Loebbe
(919) 727-1900

APPROPRIATIONS & BUDGET COMMITTEE
Is now funding any chartered organization that is currently not receiving funds from SBAC up to $499.00.

PLEASE PICK UP AN INFORMATION PACKET IN THE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE BENSON 304

Student Union
N E T W O R K
presents filmmaker

JONATHAN DEMME

Filmography (as director)
Caged Heat (1974)
Crazy Mama (1975)
Fighting Mad (1976)
Citizens Band (1977)
The Last Embrace (1979)
Melvin and Howard (1980)
Stop Making Sense (1984)
Swing Shift (1984)
Something Wild (1986)

Friday, October 18
8:00 PM
Brendle Recital Hall

FREE

Swimming to Cambodia (1987)
Married to the Mob (1988)
The Silence of the Lambs (1991)

Music videos for
UB40
New Order
Fine Young Cannibals
Talking Heads

Demme will also world Premiere his newest film:
My Cousin Bobbie.
Meatless Month dispels myths: The realities of vegetarianism

What do Hank Aaron, Fred "Mister" Rogers, Paul and Linda McCartney, and former Ronald McDonald Jeff are? They are all vegetarians. A vegetarian diet can be followed by people of all ages - including infants, children, pregnant women, and athletes. Comparative medical and dental studies prove that children raised as vegetarians have better teeth and greater freedom from childhood diseases. A vegetarian eats no flesh, fowl or fish. Total consumption is down to a mere 7% of what it was in the 1950s. Of course, the body needs protein, and legumes and certain vegetables - including broccoli, peas, and beans - are rich sources. The human anatomy is designed to eat meat. A vegetarian diet can be followed by people of all ages - including infants, children, pregnant women, and athletes. Comparative medical and dental studies prove that children raised as vegetarians have better teeth and greater freedom from childhood diseases.

Vegetarian Awareness Month is celebrated in October to advance public awareness of the many surprising health, humanitarian, environmental, economic, ethical, and other benefits of a vegetarian lifestyle. The Vegetarian Awareness Network/VEGANET, the event sponsor, annually attempts to dispel the myriad of meatless myths. Here are some common health myths:

**Myth:** Vegetarians exclude eggs and dairy products as well.

**Reality:** A vegetarian eats no flesh, fowl or fish. Total consumption is down to a mere 7% of what it was in the 1950s. Of course, the body needs protein, and legumes and certain vegetables - including broccoli, peas, and beans - are rich sources. The human anatomy is designed to eat meat. A vegetarian diet can be followed by people of all ages - including infants, children, pregnant women, and athletes. Comparative medical and dental studies prove that children raised as vegetarians have better teeth and greater freedom from childhood diseases.

- **Myth:** Vegetarians do not eat a balanced diet.
- **Reality:** People can be healthy and happy - or unhappy - on lower-protein, plant-based diets are lower. The less meat, the better. A vegetarian diet can be followed by people of all ages - including infants, children, pregnant women, and athletes. Comparative medical and dental studies prove that children raised as vegetarians have better teeth and greater freedom from childhood diseases.

- **Myth:** My blood and my teeth will fall out.
- **Reality:** There is not enough calcium to maintain your weight. You'll get more than the normal high-protein diet. A vegetarian diet can be followed by people of all ages - including infants, children, pregnant women, and athletes. Comparative medical and dental studies prove that children raised as vegetarians have better teeth and greater freedom from childhood diseases.

- **Myth:** Meat unbalances our diet because it lacks fiber.
- **Reality:** You are not only getting enough calcium, but also getting more. A vegetarian diet can be followed by people of all ages - including infants, children, pregnant women, and athletes. Comparative medical and dental studies prove that children raised as vegetarians have better teeth and greater freedom from childhood diseases.

- **Myth:** Meat is much more nutritious than vegetables.
- **Reality:** Only foods of animal origin contain cholesterol. Meat is saturated with fats that tend to build up in the arteries and can lead to heart disease. A vegetarian diet can be followed by people of all ages - including infants, children, pregnant women, and athletes. Comparative medical and dental studies prove that children raised as vegetarians have better teeth and greater freedom from childhood diseases.

- **Myth:** Soybeans contain estrogen.
- **Reality:** You will get more than the normal high-protein diet. A vegetarian diet can be followed by people of all ages - including infants, children, pregnant women, and athletes. Comparative medical and dental studies prove that children raised as vegetarians have better teeth and greater freedom from childhood diseases.
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These are some reasons why 45 freshmen chose substance-free housing...

To find friends with common interests
To maintain a healthy lifestyle

ANDTHETHY ...

OS

"There are quite a few people who do not want to live with substance-free floor, while others may have a little more confidence in upperclassmen, excellent idea for freshmen, so...substance-free housing as upperclassmen because it is unrealizable in a society which is not substance-free."

According to sophomore Greta McNeill, the RA for the women living in the hall, next year the new substance-free floor may be changed to something like "healthy living" in order to reflect the fact that students choose healthy lifestyles for a wide variety of reasons. McNeill said her main challenge is "to show that living in a healthy environment is not the same as living with people who are having "higher-than-thou" attitudes, but that's not fair because I don't judge others. People judge by the title without knowing the individuals."
Stand up and cheer for the Beck Report

Student-athletes have physically been molded into competitive athletes of diverse athletic sports. They strive to please their fans, coaches, and parents. Unfortunately, in the world of sports, first and academic success are often at odds. The Beck Report, compiled by a faculty commission, has made recommendations that, if implemented, may bring forgetting our athletes back to the forefront.

Many big-shot schools place overwhelming emphasis on athletics for their teams. The formation of the department of athletic programs is a perfect example of the emphasis people place on athletics. Wake Forest has been considered for not falling into this trap. U.S. News & World Report noted Wake Forest as having the best intercollegiate athletic program in its 2001 report. However, in the very same report, Wake Forest was found to be in the bottom half of all schools in terms of an overall ranking. Wake Forest has been placed on probation for violating NCAA rules.

This letter will discuss the reasons for Wake Forest's placement.

What Are the Reasons for Wake Forest's Placement?

To help answer this question, we must look at the history of the department of athletics.

The university administration and the athletic department have a number of goals. Quite obviously, the university administration's goal is to make the university a better place to be. The athletic department's goal is to win. The question is whether these goals are the best interests of the university and the student-athletes.

Student-athletes have considerable pressure to perform well on and off the field. This pressure is not only due to the coaches but also to the pressure of the fans and the media. Student-athletes have to do well in the classroom and on the field. The media has, quite often, pressured student-athletes to perform well in the classroom as well. The coaches have also made it clear that student-athletes are expected to perform well in the classroom.

In many cases, student-athletes have to make a difficult choice. They have to choose between academic success and athletic success. Often, they are not able to pursue both goals.

What Can Be Done to Help Student-Athletes?

There are several things that can be done to help student-athletes. First, the university administration and the athletic department must work together to provide the student-athletes with the best possible environment. Second, the coaches must work with the student-athletes to ensure that they have the best possible chance to succeed in both the classroom and on the field.

Conclusion

In conclusion, Wake Forest has placed itself in the bottom half of all schools in terms of overall ranking. This placement is not due to the athletic program. The athletic program is not the reason for the university's placement. The placement is due to the fact that the university administration and the athletic department have not worked together to provide the best possible environment for the student-athletes.
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Letters to the Editor

Prior to 1985, every issue of Old Gold and Black included a perspectives page. The first perspectives page was devoted to the fall 1981 Homecoming. This past fall, I had the honor of being one of the editors for the perspectives page. The perspectives page is a chance for students to share their views on issues affecting the Wake Forest community.

This year, the perspectives page was focused on the theme of "How are American's good-ole boys — the Jessecrats — doing?" The page included articles by Jay Woodruff, managing editor, and Hal Weatherman, associate managing editor. The page also included op-eds by students, faculty, and administration.

The perspectives page is an important part of Old Gold and Black. It is a chance for students to share their views and to engage in a dialogue about important issues.

Old Gold and Black

How do peers pressure young people toward alcohol use? Peer pressure is a powerful force that can influence young people's decisions. This power is especially strong when it comes to alcohol use. Peer pressure can lead young people to engage in behaviors that they might not otherwise choose to do.

In recent years, peer pressure has been a major focus of research. Researchers have found that peer pressure can influence young people's decisions in a variety of ways. For example, peer pressure can lead young people to drink alcohol, use drugs, or engage in other risky behaviors. Peer pressure can also lead young people to conform to the expectations of their peers. This conformity can lead young people to engage in behaviors that they might not otherwise choose to do.

There are several factors that can influence the impact of peer pressure. For example, the strength of the peer group can influence the impact of peer pressure. If the peer group is strong, then the impact of peer pressure is likely to be greater. If the peer group is weak, then the impact of peer pressure is likely to be smaller.

Another factor that can influence the impact of peer pressure is the age of the young people. Young people are more likely to be influenced by peer pressure when they are younger. As young people get older, they are less likely to be influenced by peer pressure.

Peer pressure can be a powerful force that can influence young people's decisions. It is important for young people to understand the impact of peer pressure and to know how to resist it.

(Hall & Hagan)
The Thomas Chronicles

Thomas’ trial by fire reveals more questions than answers

Michele Bollinger

A

T the end of the week, the Supreme Court has
not yet made a decision regarding the work of
Judge Thomas, nor has it had an opportunity to
hear his side of the story. But if Thomas’ past
actions are any indication, he will be an
important addition to the court if he is confirmed.

Thomas has a long history of controversial
decisions, including the Roe v. Wade case in 1973,
which he dissented from. In a statement released
after the Roe decision, Thomas wrote that he
believed that the Constitution did not grant
women a right to abortion, and that the decision
was a “grave mistake.”

However, Thomas has also been a vocal
advocate for the conservative cause. In the same
statement, he wrote that he believed in the “right
to life” and that the Supreme Court should be
appointed by the president and confirmed by the
Senate. These views have been a source of
disagreement with some of his colleagues on the
court.

In recent years, Thomas has been a key
figure in the debate over the role of the Supreme
Court in American society. He has been a vocal
critic of the idea of “judicial activism,” which
refers to the practice of the court making
decisions based on its own interpretation of the
Constitution, rather than following the
interpretations of the words in the text of the
Constitution itself.

Thomas has also been a vocal critic of the
concept of “originalism,” which refers to the
doctrine that the Supreme Court should
interpret the Constitution as it was understood
at the time it was written, rather than as it has
been applied over time.
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Wake Forest—Hell on Earth
Film shoots on campus

By Brad Dixon
Entertainment Editor

The Wake Forest film being produced for this year titled Hell on Earth is the latest in a series of horror films that has brought fame to the school. The film is directed by Anthony Hickox, who is also the screenwriter of the film. The film is a sequel to the previous Hellraiser films, which were directed by the late Clive Barker. The film is being produced by the school's film production department, led by Peter Randel.

The film is being produced at the school's campus, and the production is being run by a group of students. The film is being shot in various locations around campus, including the school's dormitories and classrooms.

The film is expected to be released in late 2023, and it is being marketed as a horror film with a dark and twisted storyline. The film is being promoted as a sequel to the previous Hellraiser films, and it is expected to be a hit with horror fans.


**Obi-Ken, the race behind Veitch and Jeff the Fish...**

**OBi-KEN... (aka the Obi-Ken and the other Obi-Ken) is a cosmic and special effects and mechanics in Hellraiser III: Hell on Earth. Ken is the head of the effects company Joe Antosinski, based in London, which also handles the effects on the first two Hellraiser films.**

"We do the full type of make-up effects, which mostly mean making creations, making make-up, or Hell babies, or things like that," Ken said.

"We can do the type of make-up effects, which mostly mean making creations, making make-up, or Hell babies, or things like that," Ken said. He added, "As far as the Obi-Ken, it's a whole other story."

Ken said he and his team have been working on the film for over a year, and they have been working long hours to get the film finished. Ken said he is excited to see the finished product, and he hopes the film will be successful.
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Three artists deal with common anxieties in uncommon ways

By Karen Rosn

The collection being displayed through Nov. at the Sirocco Art Guild is entitled "The Anxiety of Being." It contains three artists, each with a different view of anxiety. The exhibit is a reflection of the excitement of representations illustrating the intensity of anxiety in the lives of contemporary men and women.

The overall effect of the collection is a broadening of feeling and emo- tion. The figures are depicting scenes of anxiety, and the varied emotional state of each artist is apparent. The artists' intentions are to help the viewers understand their feelings about anxiety through the images they create.

David Lewis, who is in charge of the exhibit, is using a combination of contemporary ideas and techniques to make the works more effective. "The Anxiety of Being" is a series of monoprints that express the anxiety of being a person.

Lewis's works, with their fig- ure and ground contrast, are powerful. He has succeeded in capturing the essence of the human condition through his work. The monoprints are a reflection of the intensity of anxiety in the lives of contemporary men and women.

Farrell also models for Virginia artist creates. She has created an exhibit called "The Anxiety of Being." She says, "I wanted to do this because it's hard to talk about how we feel. I can't look at the people around me and say, 'I'm feeling anxious.'"
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**Demon Deacons fall to UNC-24-10**

By Mike Petnoy

With a 1-3 record entering Saturday's game, Wake Forest had little to be optimistic about as it took on No. 2-ranked North Carolina at Kenan Stadium. However, a spirited performance by the Demon Deacons gave the team hope of an upset, and they dominated the Tar Heels in the first quarter, scoring 17 points to take a 24-0 lead on the heels of a remarkable performance by the Demon Deacons defense. A strong performance by the Demon Deacons in the second half allowed them to hold off North Carolina for the remainder of the game, earning the team a much-needed victory.

**Unbeaten streak ends for soccer team**

By Chris Randles

After starting the season with 10 straight wins, the Wake Forest men's soccer team suffered its first loss of the year against the North Carolina Tar Heels. The Demon Deacons, who had been showing signs of improving as the season progressed, were unable to hold off the Tar Heels in a game that was充满了 intensity and passion. The loss marks a disappointing end to the team's unbeaten streak, but they are determined to bounce back and continue their season.
Janie Siggi’s basketball lead three players from the men’s men’s team in the Southern Intercollegiate tournament, held in Athens, Ga., last weekend.

Degler reached the 14th round in the $40,000 first-place round, which included 128 participants. Degler crushed Larry Lewis from the University of the South-Sewanee, 4-6, 6-4, 6-2, the first round, and survived a tough match with Ron Tennessee’s Craig Logan-Smith, 6-2, 6-1, in the second round.

"It was a struggle. I was very tired after the match and definitely affected my play. I had to work very hard to get through it, but I didn’t want to lose," said Degler.

The amount of play over the last two weeks, "After the Backnang, Germany, native then upset the Tuesday and Thursday mornings. The Head Coach Ian Crookenden said of Jack Frierson and Mike Selig, 3-6, 6-2 in round two.

"This was the weekend, just a match right after another," said Degler.

"The team was also a factor in the doubles competition, as he and sophomore Jason fights for all the matches that Clay, so it was a struggle. The effect of all the matches took its toll on them." Tara Jeter, 6-4, 6-2, Degler crushed men’s tennis team in the Southern Intercollegiate tournament.
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Tune in to WAKE Radio. Wondering how? Call 519-521-2249. DO IT NOW.

**Jackets trash Terps; Clemson ties Virginia**

Geoff Tice Tech 36, Maryland 19

The Jackets thrashed the Terrapins as36-8 winner in a game for a meaningful teach-

**Jacket thrash Terps; Field drought with a 29-yard field goal...**

It was the first half oc-

**The Cavaliers stormed out to a...**

**To You from the Magic that truly...**

We're not a retail store! We're a unique jeweler...